Amendment Number One

to

Contract Number DIR-TEX-AN-NG-CTSA-006

between

State of Texas, acting by and through the Department of Information Resources and

TW Telecom of Texas, LLC.

This Amendment Number One to Tex-AN-NG Contract Number DIR-TEX-AN-NG-CTSA-006 (“Contract”) is between the Department of Information Resources (“DIR”) and TW Telecom of Texas, LLC (“Vendor”). DIR and Vendor agree to modify the terms and conditions of the Contract dated August 4, 2011 as follows:

1. The following Contract documents including all Attachments are hereby replaced in their entirety and restated. The Parties intend to substitute these sections into the original document for ease of use:
   
   A. Communications Technology Services Agreement (CTSA), Exhibit A to Amendment One hereto;
   
   B. Exhibit A, Definitions, Exhibit B to Amendment One hereto;
   
   C. Exhibit B, Terms and Conditions, Exhibit C to Amendment One hereto;
   
   D. Exhibit C, Descriptions, Rates To DIR, Prices for direct sales transactions and related telecommunications fees and surcharges for Awarded Services, Exhibit D to Amendment One hereto.

2. All pricing with the updated Cost Recovery Fee (CRF), contained in Exhibit C, Descriptions, Rates To DIR, Prices for direct sales transactions and related telecommunications fees and surcharges for Awarded Services, will be effective on September 1, 2011.

All other terms and conditions of the Contract, not specifically modified herein, shall remain in full force and effect. In the event of conflict among the provisions, the order of precedence shall be this Amendment Number One and then the Contract.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereby execute this amendment to be effective as of the date of last signature.

The State of Texas, acting by and through the Department of Information Resources

Authorized By:  ____________________________
Name:  __Karen Robinson____________________
Title:  __Executive Director____________________
Date:  __10/21/2011_________________________

Office of General Counsel:  __Signature on File__ 10/21/2011

TW Telecom of Texas, LLC.

Authorized By:  ____________________________
Name:  __John Blount_________________________
Title:  __Chief Operating Officer_______________
Date:  __09/30/2011_________________________